Bassoon Day 2018  
Hosts - William Ludwig and Kathleen McLean  
Guest Artist - Bram van Sambeek  
Saturday, March 31, 2018  
Jacobs School of Music Indiana University

Schedule

8:00  Registration and Vendors open  

9:00 - 9:30 Welcome and Opening Recital  
with Ludwig, McLean, Leung and and IU students  

9:45 - 10:30 Warm-up classes for all  
High School - McLean  
College - Ludwig  
Middle School with Sara Fruehe

11:00 - 12:30 Master Class with student performers  
High School - Ludwig  
College Class - McLean

12:30pm  Lunch - Vendors are open - Tour of JSOM

1:30 - 2:30pm Workshops - Pick one  
Contra Workshop  
Practicing/McLean  
Making Musical Decisions and the use of Groupings/Ludwig

2:30 - 4:30pm Master Class with Bram van Sambeek  
for everyone

______________________________________________________________________________

8:00pm  Recital  
facing Bram van Sambeek, bassoon – solo repertoire  

with  

“Tribulations of Modern Love”, Chiel Meijering, 1954 (premiere)  
for clarinet, bassoon and accordion and strings  

James Campbell, clarinet  
Joseph Petric, accordion  
Kathleen McLean, bassoon  
JSOM strings and David Jang, conducting

“the reed which bends in the wind” 2017, Chiel Meijering (premiere)  
for 12 Bassoons and Strings  

JSOM strings and David Jang, conducting  
IU Bassoons